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ABSTRACT

This thesis claims a relationship between the film splitting sound emission from the printing press nip and the dynamic interaction occurring there between ink, fountain solution and substrate in offset lithography. The film splitting sound derives from the cavitation formed by the pressure drop in the second half of the print nip flow passage. As the ink film is strained, the cavities expand and eventually implode into breaking filaments at the nip exit, while emitting a partly audible, broadband, high frequency, noisy sound. A free-field microphone, A/D-converter and laptop computer were used to record pressure signals in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 50 kHz emitted by a variety of printing instruments and presses for a range of offset ink and paper types. After signal acquisition and filtering two signal averages of power and frequency were estimated.

This average power increased with increasing loads of sheet-fed offset ink on an ink distributor, in accordance with a mass-conservation model developed. The behaviour of average frequency and power over different ink load ranges indicated transitions between different flow regimes. A glossy fine-coated paper gave higher average power than a corresponding matte paper during printing with such inks on a laboratory device, possibly due to an air sealing effect. The sound from tack measurements with the Deltack instrument during setting of heat-set offset inks printed on MWC papers showed a relation between the measured tack rise and average power, reflecting changes in splitting mechanism during the course of setting. With the Hydroscope instrument the interaction between these heat-set inks and fountain solution was studied, with the measured tack and sound emission displaying a clear, but non-linear, correlation. A heat-set offset pilot trial showed that the acoustic response from the printing nip sensitively and systematically detected changes in (LWC) paper type, optical density, ink-fountain balance, and press stability. Pilot trials of cold-set offset inks on newsprint by sheet-fed presses indicated a strong correlation between evolution in average power, optical density and fountain solution consumption during the first thousand sheets normally needed for stabilisation.

Acoustic measurements of ink film splitting have, aside from the laboratory studies performed by one Japanese group, previously received little attention, with the current study showing that a great deal of information useful to the printer can be accessed from this sound emission. Although the detailed mechanisms for ink film splitting have to be further studied and supported by mathematical simulation, the sensitivity of the acoustic method recommends its implementation for monitoring and control of offset printing.
SAMMANFATTNING

Avhandlingen visar att dynamisk samverkan mellan färg, papper och fuktvatten i litografisk offsettryckning kan analyseras med hjälp av det brusliknande kavitationsljud som uppkommer när färgfilmen splitsras mellan valsarna (trycknypen) i tryckpressen. Olika trycknyp från laboratorie- till pilotskalas spelades in med hjälp av en mikrofon, avsedd för breda frekvensintervall och höga ljudnivåer, tillsammans med en A/D-omvandlare och Laptop PC. Efter filtrering av den brusliknande inspelade signalen användes i huvudsak två mått, ljudvolym och medelfrekvens, för att undersöka känsligheten mot olika tryckparametrar.

En masskonserverande kavitationsmodell föreslogs vilken överensstämde väl med hur ljudvolymen från en färgfördelare (IGT) ökade med färgpålägget inom området 1-7 g/m². Avvikelse från modellen vid lägre och högre färgmängder kunde förklaras av andra flödesbetingelser. Två finpapper, ett matt och ett glansigt där enbart graden av kalandrering skiljde sig, gav under tryckning (IGT/ISIT) med arkoffsetfärg en högre ljudvolym för det glansiga papperet, i detta fall sannolikt orsakat av en ökad förslutning mellan färgen och papperet. Med Deltack mättes tryckklibbet av heatsetfärg på MVC-papper där färgsättningens inverkan gav en olinjär korrelation mellan klibb och ljud. Klibbet och ljudet från Hydroscope korrelerade också olinjärt i samband med fuktvattensemulering i coldset- och heatsetfärg. I pilotskaleförsök på en Heatsetpress förändrades ljudet med valet av pappertyp (LWC), emulgeringsförmåga, optisk densitet, färg-fuktbalans och tryckstabilitet. I en- och tvåfärgsarkpressar där coldsetfärg trycktes på tidningspapper, fanns en korrelation mellan ljudet och färgens kända klibbvärde samt med hur den optiska densiteten och fuktvattenskonsumtionen förändrades med tiden.

Metoden användes i ett par reologiska studier utförda av en Japansk forskargrupp under början av 90-talet, men därefter verkar inget mer ha publicerats. Resultaten hör framhåver dock på nytt teknikens fördelar och möjligheten att använda den som ett verktyg för att studera filmspilttring och kanske som ett komplement till dagens övervakningssystem i tryckpressar.
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### SYMBOLS AND ACRONYMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternating Current (Dynamic sound pressure)</td>
<td>(Pa rms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>Analogue Digital Converter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BNC</td>
<td>Bayonet Neill Concelman (Coaxial connector)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>Speed of sound</td>
<td>(m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>Compressibility</td>
<td>(Pa$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Ca$</td>
<td>Capillary number (= $\mu\eta/\sigma$)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Tack height</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_M$</td>
<td>Maximum tack height</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current (Static pressure)</td>
<td>(Pa rms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>Discrete Fourier Transform</td>
<td>(Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Sound energy density</td>
<td>(N/m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform algorithm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_a$</td>
<td>Expectation frequency, “Average frequency”</td>
<td>(Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>Sampling rate</td>
<td>(Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta f$</td>
<td>Frequency bin</td>
<td>(Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h$</td>
<td>Ink film thickness</td>
<td>(µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSWO</td>
<td>Heat-set web offset</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i$</td>
<td>Imaginary unit number (-1)$^{1/2}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Kinetic sound energy density</td>
<td>(N/m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Tack length</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_M$</td>
<td>Maximum tack length</td>
<td>(m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWC</td>
<td>Light weight coated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>Ink mass</td>
<td>(kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Maximum index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Middle weight coated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>Signal array index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of samples</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_c$</td>
<td>Cavity number density</td>
<td>(number/event)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Sound pressure</td>
<td>(Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_0$</td>
<td>Static pressure</td>
<td>(Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{rms}$</td>
<td>Root mean square sound pressure</td>
<td>(Pa or dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_{tot}$</td>
<td>Total pressure</td>
<td>(Pa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_s$</td>
<td>Mean square sound pressure, “Average power”</td>
<td>(Pa$^2$ or dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>Power spectral density</td>
<td>Pa²/Hz or dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>Bubble number index</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Bubble radius</td>
<td>µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_M</td>
<td>Maximum bubble radius</td>
<td>µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Roller radius + film thickness</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Radial dummy variable</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_n</td>
<td>One sided power spectrum</td>
<td>Pa²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPL</td>
<td>Sound pressure level</td>
<td>dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t_M</td>
<td>Splitting time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>Roller speed</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Potential sound energy density</td>
<td>N/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Bubble shell radial velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>Particle velocity</td>
<td>m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_0</td>
<td>Volume element</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>δV</td>
<td>Volume increment</td>
<td>m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x, y, z</td>
<td>Cylinder directions in space</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X_n</td>
<td>Two sided Fourier transform</td>
<td>Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ε</td>
<td>Cavity-ink volume ratio</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ</td>
<td>Tack angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ_M</td>
<td>Maximum tack angle</td>
<td>rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>η</td>
<td>Ink viscosity</td>
<td>Ns/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>Ink density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ_0</td>
<td>Equilibrium air density</td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ</td>
<td>Ink-air interfacial tension</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Offset lithography

Offset lithography, the most widely used printing technique since the early 1900's, is still a fascinating subject for scientific research, much due to the complex phenomena involved in the interactions between the printing press, ink and print media. The principle of offset printing is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

![Figure 1.1 Principle of offset printing, showing: a) supply of ink and fountain solution (fount) to one printing unit, b) offset of the image to print media via the blanket, c) a four-colour press consisting of four units as described in a) and b).](image)

The ink is transported from the ink fountain, via a train of inking roller nips until finally reaching the forme rollers, plate cylinder, blanket cylinder and print media. On its way through the distribution train, the highly viscous ink film is sandwiched between the contacting roller surfaces and becomes progressively thinner by film splitting. The ink is then transferred from the forme roller to the image-holding plate cylinder, which then transfers the image to the print media, e.g. paper, via the blanket cylinder. The fountain solution plays a central role in keeping the non-image area of the plate clean from ink through the lithographic principle, i.e. by means of a hydrophilic non-image area and a lipophilic image area in the same plane on the plate. Printing is made possible by the
establishment of a dynamic balance with fountain solution both as free water and partly emulsified in the ink. The ink-fount balance is thus crucial for the flow behaviour of the ink and its ability to transfer to the substrate via the blanket.

1.2 Concept of tack

A tacky material is intuitively understood as one that sticks to a surface, which means that it is easy to attach and difficult to detach. Tackiness or “tack” is often provided by so called tackifiers that are added to the material. A tackifier is a resin molecule, the task of which is to increase the wetting strength and side branch entanglement of the material. In general, the procedure for measuring tack is a two-stage process of bond formation and bond separation [1]. During bond formation, contact on molecular dimensions between the material and the adherend is established by deformation and flow as well as by wetting. The second step, the bond separation at a certain rate, is connected with deformation and crack propagation or cohesive flow, i.e. split within the material. In other words, tack is not a single material property such as viscosity or density, but depends on a variety of parameters including surface properties, wetting and adhesion properties, rheology of the sample, and mechanical and environmental parameters that are strongly coupled to the application and the instrument that measures it.

While tack is usually defined as the resistance to separate a sample sandwiched between two adherend surfaces, and has a unit depending on the measuring device, e.g. energy, force, torque, pressure, length, dimensionless, etc., most often an application-specific definition is required. For example, tack of a pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA) is defined as the ability of the adhesive to form a bond of measurable strength to another material under conditions of low contact pressure and short contact time. Implicit is the assumption that the adhesive separates cleanly from the surface, without any macroscopic residue. For an ink film on the other hand, the splitting occurs cohesively in the bulk material and the PSA tack definition does not apply. Instead, other requirements are important, such as the need for fast and strong adhesion to an already printed surface (in multi-colour printing). This is often supported by printing with inks in decreasing tack order, tack sequencing or tack grading.
1.3 Film splitting cavitation noise

In this thesis the ink film splitting in offset printing press nips is studied using a microphone directed at the nip. This acoustic method is grounded on the fact that an ink film, like many adhesive films, is not split homogeneously but is influenced by cavitation and formation of a fibrillar or filament structure, i.e. filamentation. Owing to the cavitation, the splitting emits a partly audible characteristic high frequency sound. A schematic illustration of ink behaviour during and after printing is given in Fig. 1.2.

![Diagram showing phenomena in offset printing](image)

**Figure 1.2** Phenomena in offset printing. Cavitation is due to an under-pressurized region after the nip centre. Filamentation is the formation of separate filaments prior to film splitting. Levelling is the smoothening of surface. Setting is the solvent absorption at the beginning of ink drying, which opposes levelling.

A sound wave in a medium is fundamentally the result of a rapid motion or acceleration of an object giving a disturbance that induces a new disturbance and so on [2 p. 47-3], [3 p. 27]. This disturbance is a volumetric strain that becomes a time- and space-dependent variation in density and pressure. The latter is also called AC and can be measured by a microphone, unlike the static pressure DC with zero frequency. As long as the wave propagates through the medium, e.g. air, it will do so elastically and adiabatically, governed by Hooke’s law, until it dampens. Considering a body in air with an equilibrium volume $V_0$ changing by $\delta V$, its pressure variation is then given by

$$p = p_{tot} - p_0 = -c^2 \rho_0 \frac{\delta V}{V_0} = -\frac{1}{C} \frac{\delta V}{V_0}$$

(1.1)

where $p_{tot}$ is the total pressure, $p_0$ the static pressure, $c$ the speed of sound, and $\rho_0$ and $C$ the equilibrium density and compressibility (or inverse bulk modulus) of the body, respectively. The cavitation seen in Fig. 1.2 is thus an example of a sound source, since it provides a volumetric strain in the ink owing to the much higher compressibility of air or
vapour compared to ink, followed by an implosive collapse at the exit. As our experience tells us that this process sounds, the volumetric strain is obviously fast enough to propagate to the air outside the nip exit, although its noisy character reveals a high degree of complexity involved – not directly revealing the geometry of the burst of cavities, but rather a broad distribution of frequencies possibly related to the cavity dimensions or their rate of bursting.

The elastic nature of sound suggests an intimate relation between the elastic portion of the ink tack energy and the sound energy emitted by non-dissipative cavitation.

A quantity called “sound energy density”, \( E \), (see Fahy [3 p.76]) which unlike the sound pressure is a conserved quantity in the absence of dissipative processes, is given by the sum of kinetic (\( K \)) and potential (\( U \)) energy densities according to

\[
E = K + U = \frac{\rho_0 w^2}{2} + \frac{p^2}{2\rho_0 c^2} \tag{1.2}
\]

Here \( w \) is the net particle velocity travelling with the sound. Since microphones only measure \( p \) and not \( w \), not all information is obtained regarding the sound source. This loss of information about the source may also be due to obstacles and wave guides that influence the sound field before its local value is measured. Nevertheless, Eq. (1.2) provides a link between the film splitting process and the squared acoustic signal, or average power (see Section 2.2).

**1.4 Aim of the study**

This thesis aims to show the benefit of using an acoustic method developed to study and monitor the dynamic interaction between ink, fountain solution and substrates in offset lithography. The focus will lie on three questions, namely

How does the acoustic emission from offset ink splitting depend on print variables, e.g. ink film thickness, ink-water balance, type of ink and type of substrate?
What physical mechanism governs the ink splitting acoustic emission?
How could this method be implemented to improve printing performance?

The first question is covered by the experimental work both on laboratory and pilot scale carried out and described in the five papers summarised. To answer the second question, a conceptual model and a simplified mathematical formulation is outlined in Chapter 3.
and in (I). Printing performance is often directly or indirectly influenced by the dynamic variations of ink and fount feed and the corresponding ink-fount-paper interaction in the print nip, and as will be shown, the microphone has a capability to detect this variation in real time. An open and challenging question still remaining though is how to use the output of the acoustic method in a full-scale press-room environment to improve control over print quality. Some options are suggested in the last chapter dealing with recommendations for future work.

1.5 Literature review

1.5.1 Fluid film lubrication and cavitation

The study of film separation and tack dates back to Stefan’s squeeze film experiments on liquids between parallel plates [4]. The squeezing as well as the pulling of the plates (reverse squeeze) will work against a shearing (lubrication) force due to the flow parallel to the plates and the resulting pressure gradient. Reynolds [5] developed a film lubrication theory which is the basis for coating flow computations. Coating processes such as roll coating and printing, in which a liquid passes between two rotating rollers, can be classified into two important flow regions [6], namely a lubrication region located around the nip-centre and a free meniscus flow region at the nip-exit. In the meniscus region cavitation is a possibility. Dowson and Taylor [7] defined two types of cavitation: gaseous cavitation in which gas from the surroundings entrains the liquid or releases from dissolved gas, and vaporous cavitation when the liquid pressure becomes lower than the vapour pressure of some component and causes its boiling. Much computation has been performed since then using elasto-hydrodynamic models for bearing, coating and printing nips, see e.g. [8], [9], [10],[11]. A special concern has been the mechanism of “ribbing” instability at the meniscus, in which a sinusoidal pattern appears on the film surface. Ribbing occurs if the pressure gradient in the meniscus region caused by either viscous or inertial forces is too high [12]. Computations involving the non-Newtonian property of the ink were carried out by Lim et al. [13]. Recently, Cioc [14] presented an algorithm using a space-time volume element method accounting for discontinuities and free boundaries involved in cavitation of bearings, which previously needed to be treated separately by matching the lubrication and meniscus regimes [15].
1.5.2 Filamentation and cavitation of ink films

Sjodahl [16] showed that film splitting produces filaments at the nip exit and suggested it to be due to sub-ambient cavitation. This was later postulated by Banks and Mill [17] in a bubble expansion film splitting theory, where they explain the deviation from Stefan’s law by the onset of cavitation before fully hydrodynamic extension of the film. Myers et al. [18] later observed, using a high speed camera, cavitation at a critical speed for model dispersions. At the inception of cavitation, the reversed flow due to suction of fluid into the formed cavities was also visualised. Coveney [19] imaged cavitation between immersed rollers and found a bean-like deformation at the nip exit, as similarly found by Knapp, Daily et al. [20]. By measuring the difference in temperature over the nip of two immersed cylinders Coveney [19 p.(VII)4] discovered a drop in temperature, when cavitation occurred, from the normally increasing viscous flow temperature. Ozogan and Young [21] used Coveney’s discovery to study cavitation in opaque inks. For transparent mineral oils, the onset of cavitation on increasing speed had already been shown to involve formation of a bubble row and a small increase in temperature to a stable level. At higher speed the temperature increased to a new stable level with air fingers and travelling bubble clouds observed. The opaque inks exhibited the same temperature steps, supporting the occurrence of cavitation, but also an oscillating behaviour in the first step indicating that bubbles passed from stable to transient behaviour.

Although, cavitation (either gaseous or vaporous) is a requirement for the filamentation observed during film splitting, the mechanism dictating cavitation inception is not known for sure. Owing to the availability of air, which is pumped into the nip while printing and dissolved during ink manufacturing, gaseous cavitation cannot be excluded. This air-pumping mechanism is discussed by Voet [22 p. 436] to explain why reduced ambient pressure did not cause any effect on cavitation between the rollers of a device called Discone while it did increase the tack measured on the Inkometer. Voet argues that cavitation in the Discone is caused mainly by entrainment of air induced by a pressure gradient, whereas for the Inkometer a sliding motion squeezes out the film cavities giving with the extra pressure gradient a higher nip contact area. Taylor and Zettlemoyer [23], in explaining asymmetric film splitting, also suggested that shear thinning and higher temperature in the nip reduced the cohesive strength in favour of cavitation closer to the paper. Later studies addressed cavitation nucleation at paper surface asperities [24] and air entrainment at the nip entrance [25] as that proposed by Voet.

In contrast to Banks and Mill [17], Voet and Geffken [26] and Erb and Hanson [27]
showed that viscoelasticity in filament elongation, due to presence of medium- or long-chain molecules, contributes much more to the total tack energy than cavity expansion does. Later, the importance of elasticity has been confirmed, for example Oittinen [28] showed that more elastic inks could be less tacky, which could be explained by the Scott model of a power law fluid, see [4 pp. 91-119]. De Grâce et al. [29] investigated filament elongation in a print nip, and found that filaments broke further from the nip at higher ink loads and closer to the nip at higher speeds, which supports this elasticity effect upon decreasing the tack if elongation more than lubrication determines the tack energy. Also Amari et al. [30] observed, by CCD image camera, shorter filament residues after film splitting at higher rotation speed of a pair of laboratory rollers. Increasing speed also broadens the filament distribution [31, 32]. Recently, Ercan [33] photographed filaments in a laboratory inking unit nip and filament residues from a laboratory print tester and compared to rheological and cavitation tensile tests on different liquids and inks, showing that filament average volume and size distribution increased with film thickness and print speed. Although the ink rheology, filamentation and cavitation scaled in a complicated manner, elasticity was in some cases found to decrease the filament length at the nip exit.

As showed by e. g. Tanner [34 p. 323] a linear viscoelastic Maxwell-element squeeze-film model, that can be used instead of the Stefan model while still in the lubrication regime, predicts a tack response beginning from zero, which, in agreement with Oittinen, De Grâce et al. and Ercan, not necessarily attains the corresponding purely viscous tack if dissipation is high. High dissipation in a confined geometry corresponds to a low cohesion, or a high degree of cavitation, although this would diverge from the prescribed radial geometry in this Maxwell model and necessitate numerical methods.

The pure elongational behaviour after the squeezing action has received a more central role in adhesive research [35] than for inks [36], much due to the higher tack energy during fibrillation of a PSA than an ink. Some principle findings could however be relevant for print nip cavitation. A work by Creton and Lakrout [37] discussed the different failure criteria of an adhesive, showing that a thin confined layer more likely formed new cavities whereas thicker layers tended to extend the cavities once formed. Chikina and Gay [38], in explaining the observed fingering or foam structure during film expansion, presented a bubble expansion model for a viscoelastic PSA, a similar approach to that of Banks and Mill [17]. A contact mechanical theory to explain the same phenomenon has been established by the Shull group, [39].
1.5.3 *Ink-water interaction*

Offset lithography relies on the different surface chemistry and rheology of ink and fountain solution (mostly water) and their respective preferential interaction with a plate made up of a lipophilic (ink accepting) image carrying area and a hydrophilic (water accepting) non-image area. Ink and water are delivered through separate roller trains and meet on the plate by the forme rollers. At normal condition the ink will, caused by turbulent jet and shear action [40], partly emulsify some of the water during nip film splitting and leave some part as surface water [41]. From the plate cylinder the image is carried over, “offset”, to the paper via the blanket cylinder, thus transferring both water and ink to the paper. A print nip has all the requirements for being an efficient colloid mill, in which both dispersion and coalescence are prevailing mechanisms. Hence, an immediately stable print condition is not possible, but could be attained earlier if the surface chemistry, apart from the forced mechanical impact, is favourable. The lithographic performance depends primarily on the content of surface water [42], which ideally should be emulsified by the ink or evaporated to not interfere with the ink transfer, or otherwise has to be squeezed away in the nip, which can lead to variations in the print. Emulsion stability with focus on both thermodynamic and rheological properties has therefore been studied extensively, see e.g. [43] and [44], respectively. Lower interfacial tension between water and ink is desirable as it gives smaller droplets and thus higher emulsion stability with a broader water uptake tolerance, and even thermodynamic stability has been suggested [45], driven by a higher entropic gain than surface energy loss for finer dispersion.

The degree of emulsification depends on the ink viscosity, with a lower ink viscosity often resulting in a higher amount of emulsified water. Inks show a pseudo-plastic behaviour, decreasing viscosity with increasing shear rate, but emulsification typically makes the ink short, which means a higher yield value or that the shear stress increases for low shear rates and decreases at higher shear rates. Higher shortness then also means an increase of elasticity at lower frequencies, which as was suggested by Hayashi and Amari [46], and supported by Aurenty et al. [47, 48], could be due to an increasingly flocculated structure of the fount droplets. Xiang and Bousfield [49] printed ink-fount emulsions on various model coatings and found that fountain solution gave shorter filament patterns on these coatings, which also is in line with the expected increase in shortness. They also saw a faster setting and overall lower cohesion for fount-emulsified inks in terms of tack development, although this was also influenced by the lower amount of ink in this film.
1.5.4 *Acoustic emission*

Noise emission and damage from transient cavitation are well-studied phenomena, see e.g. [50], [51], [52], [53 pp.253-291], [54 pp.142-148]. Bubble dynamics can be described by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation [53 p.16, 54 p.100, 55]. Transient collapsing cavities may in the far field be treated as single sources, where the inertia of the bubble collapse dominates. Since sound is a local variation in pressure and density caused by volumetric strain or cavitation [3 p.73], the hissing-crackling noise emission generated in a print nip is a true manifestation of cavitation, although its detailed mechanism is not fully explored.

Whereas acoustic emission (AE) has been used for detection of vibrations [56], to find contamination in grease [57], [58], in rolling contact fatigue for railways [59], and fracture in materials such as paper [60], only a few published works exist concerning film splitting noise from offset printing nips. Hayashi and Amari (1992) and Hayashi et al. (1993) showed that an increasing fountain solution level decreased the acoustic average power, along with ink tack and filament length. Amari et al. [30] found that a varnish with a chemical gelling bond structure gave a louder film splitting noise, a higher tack and a longer elongation, than one with physical bonds. The power spectrum originating from the film splitting showed a broad band distribution between 10-30 kHz, with its highest intensity in the range 10-20 kHz. Their power spectra also showed a shift to higher frequencies for the physically bonded varnish, indicating a relation between the acoustic noise spectrum and filament or cavity size. The sound emitted by paper release in a sheet-fed offset pilot press, studied by Iwasaki (1993), showed a peak sound at the border between image and non-image area. The acoustic method for probing film splitting phenomena was recently reinvestigated by the author [61] and applied to monitoring of a heat-set web offset (HSWO) press [62], where it was shown capable of detecting changes in film splitting in response to press and material conditions (ink and fountain solution feed, and ink and paper composition).
2 METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1 Acoustic recording

The principle of the acoustic recording performed in this work is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The microphone comprised a high level 1/4-inch condenser microcapsule of type 40BE (G.R.A.S ®), with its preamplifier connected to a power supply.

Digital sampling was performed by a computer coupled to an external analogue digital converter (ADC) manufactured by Data Translation. The detectable frequency range was 10 Hz-50 kHz, with the upper limit set by the sampling rate of 100 kHz and a sound pressure level (SPL) range of 40-168 dB relative to the 20 µPa audible limit. Using LabView® (National Instruments) and DTLV-Link® (Data Translation), the signal was sampled at a rate of 100 kHz into buffers of 0.1 s that were concatenated into larger recordings. The raw data, in (Volts), was converted back to pressure (Pa) from the microphone’s known sensitivity of 3.92 mV/Pa.

2.2 Signal processing

2.2.1 Average power

As the microphone measures the sound pressure variation \( p \), it will hence give an estimate of the potential energy of the sound (see Eq. (1.2) in Chapter 1.3). By a common convention [63 p.6], a squared signal quantity has the unit of “energy”, as roughly motivated by Eq. (1.2). The sum of all squares in a finite sequence of samplings divided by the number of points \( N \) in this sequence is the mean square, or the average, power.
\[ P_a = p_{rms}^2 = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} p_k^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)  

where \( p_{rms} \) denotes the root-mean-square sound pressure equal to \( AC \) if \( DC \) is zero.  

Average power calculated by Eq. (2.1) is, in the results provided in Chapter 4, usually converted to sound pressure level (\( SPL \)) in dB unit as follows

\[ SPL(dB) = 20 \log_{10} \frac{p_{rms}}{2 \cdot 10^{-5}} = 10 \log_{10} \frac{P_a}{4 \cdot 10^{-10}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

The use of the decibel scale originates from its resemblance to the human means of hearing. However, here it is merely used as a convenient way of displaying a wide range of power values in one and the same graph, and to represent results by numbers that can be intuitively understood.

### 2.2.2 Power spectral density

The power in Eq. (2.1) can also be calculated in the frequency domain according to Parseval’s theorem [64 pp.504, 551]

\[ P_a = \Delta f \sum_{n=0}^{N/2} PSD_n \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)  

Here \( \Delta f \) is the frequency bin and \( PSD \) is the one-sided power spectral density (power normalised to 1 Hz bandwidth) defined according to [64 p.504]

\[ S_n = \frac{2}{N^2} |X_n|^2 \quad 1 \leq n \leq \frac{N}{2} - 1 \]

\[ X_n = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} p_k \exp(-ik2\pi n / N) \quad n = 0...N - 1 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

\[ PSD_n = \frac{S_n}{\Delta f} = \frac{NS_n}{f_s} \]

where \( S_n \) is the one-sided power spectrum, \( f_s \) the sampling rate (here 100 kHz) and \( X \) the two-sided discrete Fourier transform (\( DFT \)) calculated by the Fast Fourier Transform (\( FFT \)) [64 pp.504-510]. For the endpoint frequencies, \( n = 0 \) (i.e. corresponding to \( DC \)) and \( N/2 \) (the so-called Nyquist frequency), the power spectrum definition in Eq. (2.4) is
halved, although they could also both be omitted due to their minor contribution. Different conventions exist, however the PSD in Eq. (2.4) maintains the magnitude of the spectrum for any value of $N$. PSD is also mostly represented on a dB-scale according to Eq. (2.2).

### 2.2.3 Average frequency

The spectral distributions were analysed both visually and quantitatively from an average frequency $f_a$, here defined as the expectation value

$$f_a = \frac{\sum_{n=0}^{N/2} PSD_n n\Delta f}{\sum_{n=0}^{N/2} PSD_n}$$

(2.5)

Note that depending on the characteristics of the spectrum, the average frequency is a rather rough measurement, which will be seen later when applying it to broad noisy spectra. Mathematically, it gives the most expected value from a set of possible frequencies, but could miss detailed information at other frequencies. If there is a particular range of importance in the spectrum, that range should be band pass filtered (see below) prior to using Eq. (2.5).

### 2.2.4 Filtration and time matching

When calculating the average power or frequency with Eq. (2.1) and (2.3), respectively, a time window filter can be multiplied with the signal, while selecting $N$ samples from it. These windows can be rectangular, having either a value one (selecting) or zero (non-selecting), or functional, e.g. Hann, Hamming, etc, having smoothed edges to reduce aliasing when e.g. Fourier transforming. The time window may be large, say 1 s ($N=100 000$), and then used to calculate a single averaged value from this, or it can be smaller, e.g. $N=1000$, and slid forward in time with overlap, typically 50%, to then give a power-time or frequency-time evolution plot (moving or running average). All these filters are low-pass, smoothing and decimating filters, which cut off high frequencies and reduce white noise and number of samples, and thus can efficiently reveal patterns in power-time or frequency-time signals (see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.3). Time windowing also reduces the processor time, since it uses less memory at a time for sub-calculations as compared to when processing the entire array in one step.

The same principle can be used to reduce white noise in the PSD. In the Welch method (Welch 1967), a signal is divided into a number (e.g. 10) of 50% overlapping sub-signals,
followed by Hann-window multiplication of each sub-signal, calculation of $PSD$ for each, and finally addition of all $PSD$'s to give one spectrum.

To exclude unwanted low frequency noise (e.g. from printing press machinery) and $1/f$ noise [65 p.172], and to enhance the broad band ink splitting sound, the spectral analysis gives information about suitable high pass cut-off frequencies. This choice of cut-off varied among the applications presented in Chapter 4 in the range between 2-30 kHz. Selective frequency filtration was performed either in the time or frequency domain by convolution or multiplication, respectively, where multiplication in the frequency domain is more accurate and comprehensive.

In order to batch analyse several recordings from an experiment, it is easier if these recordings are in phase. This can be done either by trigger the sampling externally as was done for the heat-set trials in (III). Alternatively, as was done in all other experiments, one can use a method of pattern recognition in which one sample array is cross correlated with a reference array. The resulting array from the cross correlation function then gives a maximum at the index of relative time shift between these two analysed arrays. Since cross correlation is computationally time expensive for large arrays, it is rather performed between pairs of the running average power, as described above, than between raw signals, and the processor time is then no longer a matter. Due to some variation in the signal over longer times, the pattern recognition may sometimes fail. This could be cured by a low-pass filter but sometimes a high-pass filter works best if there is a lot of low frequent non-periodic machinery noise in the signal.

### 2.2.5 Aliasing errors

According to the Nyquist and Shannon rule [64 p.500], the sampling rate has to be at least twice the sampled frequency band in order for it to be accurately reconstructed. Otherwise, frequency content that is higher than half the sampling rate (Nyquist frequency) will fold back as false aliases in the studied frequency domain. Thus if the analogue signal is not low pass filtered before being digitilised, the obtained spectrum after $DFT$ will be contaminated and there is usually no cure for this. Alternatively, one may assume that higher frequencies are of minor importance, which can be justified if the $PSD$ appears to decrease in the high frequency range. In this work, no anti-aliasing filter was used, although the aliasing is expected to be considerable in some cases. For the purpose of relative measurements of total signal power above a specific frequency, say 5 kHz, this is not a serious matter, as most of that power (except for a minor noise fraction)
comes from the film splitting, although it may have its real origin above 50 kHz. One could imagine for example that the trend in average frequency is mirrored if the highest power lies near the Nyquist frequency.

2.3 Laboratory methods and materials

2.3.1 Ink roller distribution and printing on test strips

Methods
The inking unit (IGT AE, IGT Testing Systems) used in the experiments in (I) and shown in Fig. 2.2a, consists of a large aluminium cylinder at the front, that moves sideways, a small motor-driven aluminium cylinder at the back, and a polyurethane-coated top roller. The surface speed of the rollers is 0.17 m/s. A microphone was clamped in close proximity to the nip, central and perpendicular to its cylinder axis. Pre-weighed amounts of the inks, varied in the broad range from 0.5 to 100 g/m², were evenly applied to the top roller and subsequently distributed over the full width of the roller and cylinders. On attainment of an even distribution, the acoustic signal at the nip exit was monitored over a period of 1 s. Several recordings were made over a longer duration (1 min.) to verify that the sound pressure level was stable within limits. The same procedure was repeated after adding more ink to the roller.

Figure 2.2 Principle illustration of acoustic monitoring of film splitting a) on the ink distributor unit (IGT AE) and b) during printing, also illustrating the pull-off testing instrument (ISIT). The former also possesses an extra distribution roller at the back (not shown), and a small print roller that is inked and then mounted on the printing unit.

A pre-determined amount of the ink, distributed on the rollers of the IGT unit, was
uniformly transferred to a smaller roller, or print disc, then mounted on the laboratory printing unit (see Fig. 2.2b). In particular, the printing unit on the Ink Surface Interaction Tester (ISIT, SeGan Ltd) [66] was used for this purpose. The ink on the print disc is applied during a single rotation to a paper strip mounted using double-sided tape on the circumference of a larger cylinder. The nip pressure was set to 800 N, the printing speed to 0.5 m/s, and the transferred ink amount stepped from 1 up to 5 g/m². The microphone was mounted close to the exit of the nip between print disc and paper-bearing cylinder, to record the sound during the ink splitting and transfer. In separate experiments, not involving acoustic measurement, the ISIT was operated in its standard mode in order to measure, at preset times after printing, the “tack” force necessary to separate a rubber tack disc placed in contact with the printed area.

**Materials**

The two inks used were commercial cyan sheet-fed offset inks, Toplith and Ecolith (Sun Chemical), with their vehicle based on mineral and vegetable oil, respectively. The two papers were a matte and glossy commercial grade of coated fine paper (115 g/m²), of identical composition, only distinguished by the degree of calendering. The 75° sheet gloss, measured with a ZGM 1022 glossmeter (Zehntner GmbH Testing Instruments) as the average at five locations, is 80 and 17% for the glossy and matte papers, respectively.

**2.3.2 Tack on paper and ink-water interaction**

**Methods**

The Prüfbau Deltack, shown in Fig. 2.3a and used in (II), provides a laboratory-scale printing simulation. The unique advantage of this instrument over other laboratory printing equipment is that it also measures the force required to split the ink film at the exit of the printing nip. It consists of a large printing cylinder and two printing stations to the left and right, upon which the smaller inked rubber formes are loaded. Either or both of the formes can be used for printing. The paper samples used are 290 mm x 52 mm (with print area 190 mm x 49 mm) and are prepared for measurement by punching holes in their tape-reinforced ends. The sample is attached to the printing cylinder by pegs, one of which is connected to a sensitive force transducer. At the exit of the printing nip, the paper adheres temporarily to the ink film on the rubber printing forme before being pulled off by the tensile force developed in the paper strip. It is this tensile force that is measured by the instrument as the tack force. The measurable force range is 0.1-7 N, and the printing speed range is 0.5-4 m/s.
For the experiments reported here, the instrument was operated by repeatedly printing the sample from the same printing forme to measure the resulting evolution in tack averaged over that part of the printing cycle yielding stable tack values. In each cycle tack was registered at a rate of 365 samplings/s, corresponding to 73 points over the total printed distance at the printing speed of 1 m/s. Average tack was then calculated from the second half of these points. For each paper, three ink grammages were tested, by pipetting 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4 ml of ink on the distributor (bottom in Fig. 2.3a), corresponding to 3.8, 5.8 and 7.4 g/m², respectively, on the print forme.

The Hydroscope (Testprint) shown in Fig. 2.3b measures the relative change of ink tack in relation to the degree of emulsification of fount in the ink. It consists of two brass rollers, with a fixed gap between, and a smaller rubber roller placed in contact with one of the brass rollers to measure tack. The test uses a high ink weight of 10 g, to which fount is added dropwise to the middle of the entrance of the brass roller nip at a fixed rate of 1.3 ml/min. Addition is continued until saturation is judged to be reached, i.e. when fount drops first become visible along the entire length of the nip.

For both instruments the acoustic monitoring was performed by again mounting the microphone in the near vicinity of their nip exits.

**Materials**

Three different substrates, denoted Papers I, II and III, and two different inks (A and B, which are the same as Inks 1 and 2, respectively, (see (III) and section 2.4.1), were investigated. The three papers were all of MWC (medium weight coated) grade, and the inks were commercial HSWO (heat-set web offset) cyan products. Ink A has a tack of
150, measured by Tackoscope for 2 min, and viscosity of 12 Pas from a Haake rheometer at shear rate 1000 s\(^{-1}\). The corresponding tack and viscosity values for Ink B are 110 and 10 Pas, respectively. Ink B is more hydrophilic (relative to the standard Ink A) and thus has a greater tendency to emulsify fount. The fount for the Hydroscope measurements was made by adding to water 3.5% of a commercial concentrate and 4% IPA (isopropanol).

2.4 Pilot methods and materials

2.4.1 Heat-set web offset printing

Methods

The printing trials in (III) were performed on KCL’s Albert Frankenthal A 101 S HSWO press (Fig. 2.4), run at a speed of 6.2 m/s. The press is a double blanket press where the two blanket cylinders both have a circumference of 0.9 m and with their blanket gaps shifted 180° relative to each other. The plate cylinder’s circumference is 0.45 m, meaning that two plate images fit into one blanket revolution (Fig. 2.4a). As shown on the upper unit blanket in Fig. 2.4a, the print layout consisted of a 0.225 m fulltone image area followed by an equally sized non-image area. Two positions of the microphone was tested, either with the microphone directed to the nip from above (as in Fig. 2.4a) or from below. Due to the skewed nip configuration the paper web will in principal behave as is illustrated in Fig. 2.4b and thus the sound from the lower unit could in addition be influenced by ink setting.

Figure 2.4 a) Cylinder configuration of the heat-set offset press, where the thick line on the upper plate is the inked area, giving rise to two such areas (Images 1 and 2) on the blanket, and $\Theta$ denotes diameter in metres. b) Skewed nip configuration expected to involve differing splitting mechanisms on upper and lower unit.
**Materials**

The same inks (A and B) as in II (see section 2.3.2) were used, with their names changed to 1 and 2, respectively. The fountain solution was non-alcoholic and at pH 4.7. Table 1 in (III) shows the properties of the six LWC-type model papers used, denoted Papers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7. Some trial points also used a commercial LWC paper A (70 g/m²).

**2.4.2 Sheet-fed offset printing**

**Methods**

The press in (IV) was a two-colour sheet-fed offset press, Fuji-Offset-52IIP, housed at STFI-Packforsk. It was run at a speed of 6000 sheets per hour, with run length of 1000 sheets. Printing was only performed by one printing nip on the second unit. The layout of the print test form, developed by STFI-Packforsk mainly for use in analysis of linting tendency, comprised a matrix of square fields of screen in machine and cross directions of 0, 30, 50, 80 and 100 %. Optical density was measured during printing by a Gretag densitometer and after printing using a Techkon R410e densitometer. The values quoted in Chapter 4 are from the latter, and correspond to the 100% field, in the vicinity of which the microphone was placed on the blanket-paper nip exit side.

The press in (V) (Fig. 2.5) was a single-unit sheet-fed offset press (Heidelberg GTO-52). Running speed was 8000 sheets/hour, corresponding to 2.22 revolutions per second of the blanket cylinder (of circumference 0.52 m). The model print layout used comprised two square fields of 50% halftone followed by 100% fulltone, both equally large and together covering the entire A3 sheet aside from a thin unprinted border. A total of 7000 copies were printed per trial run, again with acoustic monitoring performed throughout each run by the microphone mounted near the print nip exit (see Fig. 2.5). During each run the fountain solution consumption was also monitored, by manually reading its level from a graded scale, and recalculated as usage per sheet. The optical density of the 100% field was measured using a Gretag densitometer after every 500 sheets.
Figure 2.5 Heidelberg GTO-52 sheet-fed offset press. The microphone was mounted on the tripod in the same manner as the camera is in this photograph.

**Materials**

The paper used in (IV) was a standard commercial newsprint grade, supplied by Stora Enso, of basis weight 45 g/m², cut into A3 sheets and printed on the topside. The ink was a commercial coldset offset yellow ink for newsprint, supplied by Sun Chemical. A yellow ink was chosen to allow easier identification and quantification of lint particles on the blanket.

The inks for the Hydroscope experiments and printing trials in (V) were all coldset test newsprint black inks supplied by Toyo. In particular, the Hydroscope experiments used two such inks, labelled Ink C and D, of tack 6 and 9, respectively, while the printing trials used another two samples, Ink A and B, of tack 4 and 13.5, respectively (not to be confused with those inks used in (II)). These tack numbers were obtained from Inkometer measurements performed by the supplier. The fountain solution used together with these inks in all experiments and trials in (V) was 5% Eurofount H (DS Chemport, Australia). The paper for the printing trials was A3 cut sheets of Norstar (Norske Skog), an improved newsprint of grammage 52 g/m² with ISO brightness 74, containing 5-8% filler. This batch of Norstar was produced in a horizontal gap former, with its bottom side (facing downwards) receiving the print in the trials.
3 MODELLING

Geometrical assumptions

A model for ink roller nip cavitation, suggested in (I), will be clarified here. Since the pressure becomes negative (i.e. below atmospheric) on the exit side of the nip due to the diverging geometry and the viscoelastic and capillary resistance of the ink, there is a driving force for cavitation that could be governed either by air entrainment, degassing of dissolved air or evaporation of the ink solvent. As the cavities expand, they will eventually rupture at the ink-air surface while emitting sound pressure.

An analytical approximate treatment of this problem requires a simplified geometry. The roller cylinder axis (y-direction) is divided into \( N_c \) groups according to Fig. 3.1a, each containing a spherical bubble that starts its expansion at \( t_0 \) from some initial size \( r_0 \) at a position close to the nip centre finally reaching a maximum size \( r_M \) when it implodes. During the expansion the bubble is separated from the air by an ink filament with “tack height” \( D \), and a meniscus front positioned at “tack length” \( L \) from the nip centre. At bubble implosion the meniscus front has reached the maximum tack length \( L_M \) and maximum tack height \( D_M \). It is clear that this rupture opens up a hole that will be built up again as the cylinder or roller continues to rotate. Therefore the bubble expansion and implosion is repeated with a frequency \( 1/t_M \) Hz.

Note that in a more realistic situation of several coexisting smaller (elongated) bubbles, the discontinuous jump between ruptures would be smaller and \( L \) more or less constant. A number of other factors will not be considered either, for example interferences of sound sources, sound scattering at the ink-air interface and wave guiding through the nip.

Consider the volume element in Fig. 3.1b. After a time \( t \) the roller has rotated a “tack angle” \( \phi \) and the ink mass \( m = 4r_M b \phi R \) has crossed the nip centre. As there is no accumulation in the nip, the mass on both sides of the nip contained within the angle \( \phi \) has to equal this mass \( m \). For an incompressible ink, the volume expansion on the exit side will be compensated by a combination of cavitation, meniscus formation and deformation of the resilient roller surface before complete rupture of the film. However, in this simplified model, all volume expansion is done by the spherical bubble and the rollers and meniscus are taken as non-deformable.
Figure 3.1 a) Top view of roller cylinder axis (y) divided into $N_c$ volume elements (bubble groups). A bubble grows at roller speed $u$ for $r < r_M$ and ruptures at $r = r_M$ and $L = L_M$ (tack length). b) Side view of a bubble group $q$ at time $t$ or tack angle $\phi$. Note that $R$ is the roller radius (identical for both cylinders) plus the film thickness $h$, while $D$ and $D_M$ (tack height) is the vertical distance between surfaces.

It then follows that the bubble volume has to equal the volume occupied by air on the entrance side, although the corresponding pressures and air vapour masses could differ between these sides. Thus, according to Fig. 3.1b the following holds at all times
thus specifying the bubble radius as a function of tack angle, or time since $\phi = ut/R$. As is clearly seen in Fig. 3.1b, one spherical bubble bounded by the nip geometry could not in reality obey Eq. (3.1) without being deformed or extended outside the exit region, i.e. the volume of ink is in Fig. 3.1b illustrated as larger on the exit side which was not assumed in the first place. In that sense, the spherical bubble should be seen as fictitious in order to simplify the mathematics.

**Sound pressure emission from expanding bubbles**

Each group in Fig. 3.1a contains a cavity that, when expanding and imploding, acts as a sound source with a pressure amplitude $p$ at the microphone’s position $x$. These cavities are assumed equally sized and additive so the total sound pressure is merely $N_c p$, where $N_c$ is the number density interpreted as the number of cavitation events per sound period. As in e.g. Brennen [54 pp.101, 143], consider an air/vapour bubble expanding in an infinite Newtonian medium of constant density $\rho$ and viscosity $\eta$ and with uniform temperature and density inside the bubble according to Fig. 3.2.

\[
\frac{2\pi r^2}{3} = r_mR^2 \left( 2\sin \phi - \phi - \sin \phi \cos \phi \right) \tag{3.1}
\]

Figure 3.2 Schematic of an expanding spherical bubble in a Newtonian infinite ink. Adapted from Brennen [54 p.101].

If there is no mass transport over the bubble surface, mass conservation requires for this so called irrotational flow

\[
v(s,t) = \frac{r^2}{s^2} \frac{dr}{dt} \tag{3.2}
\]

where $v$ is the radial velocity of the bubble shell relative a fixed point in the medium, $r$ is the bubble radius and $s$ is a radial dummy variable. The Navier-Stokes equation for the
spherical bubble gives

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} + v \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial s} \right) = -\frac{\partial p}{\partial s} + \eta \left[ \frac{1}{s^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial s} \left( s^2 \frac{\partial v}{\partial s} \right) - 2 \frac{v}{s^2} \right] \]  

(3.3)

When the microphone is at a large distance from the nip, \( s \) will be large compared to \( r \), so that Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) give

\[ -\frac{\partial p}{\partial s} = \rho \left[ 2 \left( \frac{r}{s^2} - \frac{r^4}{s^5} \right) \frac{dr}{dt} + \frac{r^2}{s^2} \frac{d^2 r}{dt^2} \right] \approx \frac{\rho d}{s^2} \left( \frac{r^2}{d} \frac{dr}{dt} \right) \]  

(3.4)

and after integration of \( p \) with respect to \( s \), from infinity and ambient pressure \( p_0 \) to the position \( x \) at the microphone, Bernoulli’s equation follows according to

\[ p = \frac{\rho}{x} \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{r^2}{d} \frac{dr}{dt} \right) + p_0 = \frac{\rho u^2}{xR^2} \frac{d}{d\phi} \left( \frac{r^2}{d} \frac{dr}{d\phi} \right) + p_0 \]  

(3.5)

where \( \phi = ut/R \). Since \( p_0 \) is the static pressure, or DC component, and thus not measured by the microphone, it can here be put to zero. To integrate Eq. (3.5) one may simplify \( r \) and \( r_M \) through Taylor expansions of Eq. (3.1), giving

\[ r = \left( \frac{r_M R^2}{2\pi} \right)^{1/3} \left( \phi - \frac{7}{20} \phi^3 + O(\phi^5) \right) \]  

(3.6)

\[ r_M = \frac{R}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \left( \phi_M^{3/2} - \frac{7}{20} \phi_M^{1/2} + O(\phi_M^{11/2}) \right) \]  

(3.7)

where \( \phi_M \) is the maximum angle. Since \( \phi \leq \phi_M \sim 0.1 \) radian the first term in Eqs. (3.6)-(3.7) suffices and Eq. (3.5) gives the maximum pressure \( p_M \)

\[ p_M \approx \frac{N_i \rho u^2}{x} \left( \frac{\pi r_M^5}{\sqrt{2R^2}} \right)^{1/3} \]  

(3.8)

which shows the physical mechanism of importance, namely that the sound pressure increases with the number of imploding cavities and their maximum size at rupture.
**Sound frequency**

The assumption of a continuous stream of bubbles means for the present model that a new bubble is formed directly after implosion of the previous one, which should give a pulse frequency directly linked to the size of the bubble and the rotation speed. Thus, if all bubbles were equally sized as in Fig. 3.1a and imploded simultaneously at a time lag given by the ratio of their diameter to rotation speed \(2r_M/u\), then we would see a narrow frequency spectra shifted to higher frequencies for increasing \(u\) and decreasing \(r_M\). Not surprisingly, true spectra \([52, 67]\) are rather broadly distributed, including a high level of noise. In situations when there is a discrete mechanical event involved, as with a propeller shaft underwater, fundamental frequencies related to the shaft rotation may still be found in these noisy spectra. More important is that even the noise may show some degree of order, e.g. cavitation from spool valves \([54\ p.143]\), gave sound spectra with a broad power contribution in the same frequency range as the natural frequencies of water bubbles, which theoretically depends inversely on the bubble radius. Lauterborne and Cramer \([68]\) have used chaos theory to prove the existence of order in cavitation noise.

Now, assume that this ordered noise, despite being made up of implosions/collapses occurring more or less randomly in time, has an average frequency depending inversely on the average implosion time. Then, according to the model in Fig. 3.1, the average frequency is expected to decrease with the maximum bubble size and hence also with the tack length. However, real situations can differ from this ideal behaviour, as shown later in Fig. 4.2b, possibly in virtue of this implosive sound generation being mainly dictated by the very last moment of the bubble’s lifetime. In words, if the tack length is high the implosion becomes more rapid and energetic during the last stage of the film splitting, and thus increasing both the power and frequency of the sound. A parallel can be drawn with the so called anomalous depth effect \([53\ p. 256]\) discovered during the Second World War, when it was found that high frequency noise from sub marine propellers sometimes increased at increasing depth, which could be explained by the increasing pressure and thus faster cavity collapses at these depths. In analogy with acoustic cavitation experiments of a single cavity in water, noise emission could also originate from the complexity and non-linear behaviour of the system including multiple frequency response at harmonics as well as sub-harmonics and ultra-harmonics \([53\ p.115], [69-73]\). However such effects remain to be proven experimentally for inks.
**Filament rheology**

To test experimentally the validity of Eq. (3.8), the same equation could be expressed in terms of tack height \( D_M \) (see Fig. 3.1b) and film thickness \( h \), if a rheological model is used. Assume that the outer filament in Fig. 3.1b can be simplified by a cylindrical filament extended uni-axially from a height \( 2h \) and thickness \( l_0 \) to height \( D_M \) and thickness \( l \) over a time \( t_M \). Using a viscoelastocapillary model for uni-axial filament extension [see e.g. 74 p.38] \( D_M \) can be written as

\[
D_M = 2b\left(2E\varepsilon\right)^{2/3} \exp\left(\frac{2}{3D_e}\right)
\]

(3.9)

Here \( E\varepsilon \) is the elasto-capillary number [75-77], \( D_e \) is the Deborah number, \( Ca \) is the capillary number, \( \lambda \) the longest relaxation time and \( \sigma \) the surface tension. It also follows from Fig. 3.1b that \( D_M \) can be expressed in terms of the ratio of cavity volume to ink volume (a dimensionless cavitation volume) according to

\[
3\varepsilon = \frac{\pi \rho_M^2}{R \phi_M} \approx \frac{D_M}{2h} = (2E\varepsilon)^{2/3} \exp\left(\frac{2}{3D_e}\right)
\]

(3.10)

where \( D_M = 2(R-h)(1-\cos\phi_M) \approx R\phi M^2 \). Equation (3.10) thus states that an increasing \( E\varepsilon \) with constant \( D_e \) will stabilise the filament elongation and thus increase the cavitation volume \( \varepsilon \), that is, by lowering the capillary number \( Ca \).

**Figure 3.3** Plot of 3\( \varepsilon \) in Eq. (3.10) showing relative importance of its two terms containing the elasto-capillary number \( E\varepsilon = D_e/Ca \), with capillary number \( Ca = 1 \), and the Deborah number \( D_e \).

Figure 3.3 shows the plot of Eq. (3.10) and its last two multiplied terms as a function of
De keeping Ca constant. When De increases, stabilisation or strain hardening occurs for \( De > 1 \), and \( Ec \) will then dominate this elongation, whereas for \( De < 1 \) the exponential term dominates and leads to filament destabilisation.

**Average power estimation**

Note that Eq. (3.8) is the peak value of a sound wave produced by a continuous burst of imploding cavities. Approximating this sound wave as a sine function with a peak value \( p_M \), its root mean square value is then given by \( p_{rms} = p_M/\sqrt{2} \) and hence the average power according to Eq.(2.1), (3.8) and (3.10) is

\[
P_a = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi} N_c^2 \rho^2 \mu^4 (3\epsilon h)^{5/2} \frac{L_M^5}{4\pi x^2 R^3}
\]

(3.11)

where instead of \( D_M \) the tack length, \( L_M \approx R/2 D_M^{1/2} \), is inserted in the last equality.

![Graphs showing average power estimation](image)

**Figure 3.4** a) Plot of Eq. (3.11) for \( \rho = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3, \mu = 0.17 \text{ m/s}, x = 0.05 \text{ m} \) and \( R = 0.039 \text{ m} \) \((R_1=0.03 \text{ m}, R_2=0.055 \text{ m})\). b) Plot of Eq. (3.11) for \( N_c = 100 \) and same input values as in a).

Now qualified estimations of \( N_c \) and \( \epsilon \) can be made from reasonable values of all other parameters. In Figs. 3.4a-b Eq. (3.11) is thus plotted with \( N_c \) and \( \epsilon \) as parameters, with the other input values corresponding to those for the experiments performed on the IGT inking unit using a mineral oil-based sheet-fed offset ink. The radius \( R \) is an average given by \( 2/R = 1/R_1 + 1/R_2 \) to reproduce the contact curvature between \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) which are the top roller and metal roller radius, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.2a.

**Ink tack and sound emission**

There is no direct relation between ink tack and sound emission prescribed by the cavitation model presented here, since the model does not consider the amount of tack
energy converted to heat, i.e. it only conserves mass and volume and not energy and momentum. Momentum is only considered for the bubbles themselves. Moreover the model assumes a priori the flow geometry and splitting condition, which in a rigorous treatment would be given by the solution of all governing conservation laws.

Due to the geometrical simplification, there was actually no need to consider the momentum equation for the ink film, and thus the tack force is not included explicitly in the model. If the separation is dominated by filament elongation the tack force $F$ of a single cylindrical filament is simply given by $F = A\eta_E \frac{de}{dt}$ where $A$ is the cross sectional area of the filament at its middle, $\eta_E$ the extensional viscosity, and $\frac{de}{dt}$ the strain rate. However, since the film is initially very thin, lubrication is presumably dominant or comparable and the full film lubrication problem has to be solved as well and matched with the meniscus problem, or using the method suggested by Cioc [14].

Worth noting is the cancelling viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equation, Eq. (3.3), for radial flow. The effects of viscosity, pressure from gas content and surface tension only come into play as boundary conditions, i.e. at the bubble surface if $s$ is integrated to $r$ in Eq. (3.3) resulting in the Rayleigh-Plesset (R-P) equation (p.9), and at the meniscus boundary in Eq. (3.9). Since tack is mostly governed by viscosity the vanishing viscosity in the cavitation model again shows that this was treated separately without considering ink tack. It could be argued that the bubbles themselves and the R-P equation contribute to the tack as has been discussed by [17, 78] and that the viscosity in the R-P equation then shows its importance. During bubble expansion some contribution to tack is possible according to Boyle’s law, stating that the volume pressure work ($p_1V_1 = p_2V_2$) is conserved, as in a piston operation, thus decreasing the pressure while increasing the volume. However, since the air/vapour compressibility is much higher than for ink, bubble formation should first be seen, together with viscous ink flow, as a means of releasing the tack from a highly confined squeeze flow to filament elongational flow [22]. This tack release is further accomplished by entraining or pumping, i.e. compression followed by decompression, of air and vapour bubbles through the nip. The amount of tack energy transformed into sound energy during film expansion then depends on the elasto-capillary forces stabilising these bubbles as described by Eq. (3.10).
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Laboratory results

4.1.1 Ink roller distribution

Here the results from the most primitive experiment of film splitting sound analysis, using the IGT AE ink distributor (see Fig. 2.3a), are presented. This low speed device (0.17 m/s) enables study of bare ink film splitting and gives a highly selective throughput of film splitting sound relative to machinery noise. Since the rotation is continuous and smooth to obtain an even film distribution, the film splitting sound is almost time-invariant, and is free from impulsive sound sources such as would be expected on a printing press. As seen from the moving average power (see section 2.2.4) in Fig. 4.1a

![Figure 4.1 a) Evolution of acoustic average power over long times from the inking unit at constant amount (5 g/m²) of the mineral oil-based sheet-fed ink. b) Power spectral density (PSD) of successively higher ink loads.](image)

recorded over 60 min., some time variation in sound does exist due to partial ink drying that reaches a plateau value after 30 min. This variation is thought very slight compared to the large differences obtained on varying the ink load (g/m², or film thickness in µm), as displayed by the family of PSD’s in Fig. 4.1b. At low frequencies, below around 1-2 kHz, all spectra are similar due to domination of machinery noise, while at higher frequencies the ink splitting sound dominates and progressively increases with ink load in this interval, in each case displaying a local maximum around 35 kHz. For the two lowest ink amounts in Fig. 4.1b an extra spike occurs at about 10 kHz, possibly originating from friction or slip-stick of the roller surface, subsequently vanishing at higher loads owing to the increased ink coverage.
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Figure 4.2 a) Average power, and b) average frequency, from film splitting for all ink amounts tested on the inking unit. The slope of 25.07 in region II of the average power in a) agrees with Eq. (3.11) (with slope 25) which is plotted for $N_c = 100$, $\varepsilon = 4$, $\rho = 1000 \text{ kg/m}^3$, $u = 0.17 \text{ m/s}$, $x = 0.05 \text{ m}$ and $R = 0.039 \text{ m}$. c) Average power as a function of corresponding tack length $L_M$ calculated by Eq. (3.11) and the same parameter values as in a).

Figures 4.2a-b display the average power and average frequency, respectively, calculated via Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) from one second recordings, for the mineral oil-based ink at all studied loads in the range 0.5-100 g/m². In each case a high-pass filter has been used at 5 kHz, thus excluding the lower frequency machine contributions. Four regions denoted I-IV with differing functional dependence on ink load are clearly evident from Fig. 4.2 and
are interpreted below.

On addition of ink in region I, cavities form and expand in the nip, with both their energy and rate consequently increasing with ink amount. Over this region a full lubricating film is developed, however the resulting reduction in roller frictional noise is more than compensated for by the power increase from cavitation.

In region II the average power and frequency continue to rise, with the former following a power law with exponent from least squares fitting (see Fig. 4.2a) very close to that of 2.5 predicted in the scaling of Eq. (3.11), i.e. a factor 25 on dB-log scale (Eq. (2.2)). This close agreement is somewhat surprising given the simplifications made throughout the derivation of this model. Furthermore, substitution of known parameters and estimated values of $N_c$ and $\varepsilon$ from Fig. 3.4 reveal that the magnitude of the prediction in Eq. (3.11) is in reasonable accord with measurements in Fig. 4.2a. Although the tack length was not quantitatively measured in this work Eq. (3.11) gives reasonable tack lengths in lines with what was visually observed by a CCD camera in [61 p.10].

The increasing average frequency up to 7 g/m² may be explained by an increasing number of cavitation events per unit time, resulting from filament splitting over the extended tack length from the nip, and an increasing size distribution of cavities due to increased likelihood of coalescence further from the nip. In addition, as was discussed on p. 24, each rupture may occur more rapidly and energetically due to a rise in tack with ink load during this period, which will contribute to both power and frequency. This tack rise was supported by the time to roller stop measurements (see Fig. 6 in (I)).

In region III the average power continues to exhibit a power law scaling, however now with the lower exponent of 1.5, or a factor of 15 on dB-log scale, coinciding with the sudden decrease in average frequency. While it appears likely that the lower exponent in region I is due to the ratio $\varepsilon$ decreasing with ink amount (to approach its stable value in region II), due to the extra ink load improving the sub-optimal coverage and air-seal in the nip, such an explanation cannot apply in region III. One factor possibly contributing to this loss of power and reduction in frequency is the observed onset of ribbing in region III, which could hinder the cavities from elongation or decrease their number density $N_c$ in this direction. Note also from Eqs. (3.9) - (3.10) that $\varepsilon$ is a function of $b$ when $De < 1$, but independent of $b$ for $De >> 1$. The negative deviation from the slope predicted by Eq. (3.11) and found in Fig. 4.2a, might then be explained by the lower $De$, either at low
ink loads when the rupture is fast due to the minor ink volume to deform (region I) or for the less confined geometries at higher ink loads where viscous flow dominates the ink splitting (region III).

In the fourth region, the average power decreases while frequency increases again, however this is due to a slipping contact between the friction-driven polymer roller and metal roller. Accordingly, the ribbing seen in region III now disappeared due to decrease in roller speed to below the critical value by virtue of this sliding of the friction-driven top roller.

4.1.2 Printing on test strips

An example of a transduced acoustic raw signal, i.e. pressure variation as a function of time, recorded during the printing of a single paper strip, is displayed in Fig. 4.3a. After high pass filtering at 5 \( k\text{Hz} \) (i.e. as performed above for the inking experiments) the moving average power in Fig. 4.3b now reveals the known fact that the rotation of the cylinder over the recording time can be divided into three stages, where the second stage (“Printing”) involves the contact between the print cylinder and the paper sample.

![Figure 4.3](image)

**Figure 4.3** Sound pressure a) and average power b) variation (moving average) from the printing unit nip for 3 g/m\(^2\) of the mineral oil-based sheet-fed ink applied to the glossy coated paper.

The supposition that the extra sound from the printing region arises from ink film splitting, and not merely mechanical friction effects, was justified by the PSD (see Fig. 7d in (I)) displaying power increasing with ink load. Clearly, the main distinction between the samples is manifested above around 5 \( k\text{Hz} \), whereas the contributions at lower frequencies originate principally from the printer motor and machinery effects, and are thus relatively independent of ink amount. The machinery contributions are much louder (and also extend up to somewhat higher frequencies) than was the case for the ink
distributor in Fig. 4.1b, and thus high pass filtering at around this value is now essential for extraction of the film splitting contribution. The maximum power now lies outside the measured frequency range, implying that the aliasing described above in Chapter 2.2.5 may have influenced the spectrum, somewhat more than for the signal from the ink rollers.

Figure 4.4a plots the acoustic average power for each of the five transferred amounts of the two sheet-fed offset inks (mineral and vegetable oil-based) printed on the two papers (matte and glossy coated), evaluated using Eq. (2.2) and in each case averaged over the printed region. Note that for each combination of ink amount and paper type, five replicate printings were performed, and indicated by the curve linking these five identical symbols. Vertical lines in Fig. 4.4a separate each series of connected points for which the print disc was inked from the same supply on the inker unit. Time between consecutive printing points is approximately 4 min. including 1 min. for redistribution on the roller, 1 min. inking of the print disc, and 2 min. weighing and transport. A number of mechanisms contributing to the various effects seen in Fig. 4.4a are discussed below.
Paper effects
In particular, the glossy paper gives rise to higher power than its matte counterpart at all ink levels (aside possibly from the lowest) and for both ink types. The higher roughness of the matte paper (see Table 1 in (I)) gives a greater chance for cavity growth, with the ink film in the nip being presumably less air-tight than for the glossy paper. In the language of Eq. (3.9) this corresponds to a destabilisation of the filaments and thus earlier ruptures. Further, the matte paper’s generally lower ink-paper contact area would be expected to reduce tack force per nominal area and thus also the corresponding acoustic power, which is also realised by a lower cavity number density \( N_c \) due to faster coalescence.

Ink effects
The film-splitting power (averaged over these replicates) increases in all cases with ink amount, as for the ink distributing unit in Fig. 4.2a, but with a lower slope coefficient than predicted by Eq. (3.11), now lying in the range 1-1.5 for the printing experiments. Average power also increases somewhat from mineral- to vegetable-oil based ink, for each paper and again at all ink amounts with the possible exception of the lowest. This trend may be directly due to higher ink tack or differing tendency to cavitation influenced by substrate interaction (see below). Further, observe that the replicates exhibit a clear and systematic hysteresis (especially apparent at the three highest ink levels), i.e. for their consecutive inking and printing at a given ink level, the average power decreases in the running order from first to last replicate. Although this suggests that increased distribution time on the inking unit shifts the power on printing to lower values, the average power from the splitting on the inking unit itself displayed the opposite trend (see Fig. 4.1a), namely increasing slowly over these time periods. The hysteresis effect in Fig. 4.2a is more pronounced for the mineral oil-based ink, with its vegetable oil counterpart displaying greater constancy.

Ink-paper interaction effects
It is also conceivable that the acoustic method detects the onset of ink setting, known to occur more rapidly on the glossy paper by virtue of its finer surface pores, thus increasing the ink viscosity and hence the work of film splitting. Figure 4.4b shows the pull-off tack force development as measured by ISIT (see Fig. 2.2b) for the same inks and papers as in Fig. 4.4a. Since the force is measured after printing, the first point at 2 s is still not early enough to be directly comparable (in terms of vehicle concentration) to the sound recorded during printing, and is subject to significant measurement uncertainty if not supported by results from subsequent pull-offs. In this sense the maximum tack value
measured, or the slope of tack build-up to this maximum, provides a more reliable quantity. Note that the maximum tack increases in the same order as the average power in Fig. 4.4a, i.e. from mineral (oil-based ink) on matte (paper) to vegetable on matte to mineral on glossy to vegetable on glossy. This could be interpreted as an indication that setting already influences tack force and acoustic average power in the nip exit.

4.1.3 Ink tack on paper

This section summarises the results in (II) from the measurements with Deltack (see Fig. 2.3a). The sound pressure time record is similar in form to that from IGT printing in Fig. 4.3, consisting of three sub-intervals: a waiting region, where the instrument is stationary, a rotation region, where both the printing cylinder and forme are spinning but no contact is occurring, and a printing region during which the cylinder and forme are in contact. Within this third region of total print time 0.2 s an analysis interval of 0.15 s was chosen and high pass filtered at 1.8 kHz, again to exclude machinery noise.

Effect of substrate

Figures 4.5a-b show measured tack for the HSWO Inks A and B, respectively, printed on the three MWC papers. The tack behaviour of the two inks is similar on each of the three papers, despite their differing ink tack and viscosity values given above in Chapter 2.3.2. The highest tack always occurs during the initial printing cycle, after which it falls sharply over the next 2-3 cycles. Tack arises from the splitting of the free ink film between forme and paper and the reduction from its initial level is likely due to decreasing thickness of this free ink film as its vehicle absorbs into the paper. All three papers subsequently display a common increase in tack as the setting ink becomes more viscous, followed by a decline as the ink surfaces on the paper and forme become too viscous to flow and fully wet each other. For both inks the time taken to reach the peak is approx. 25 s, 15 s and 40 s for I, II and III, respectively (with setting on paper III being somewhat slower with Ink A). Thus these three MWC papers are distinct in terms of their characteristic rates of tack build-up and fall due to oil imbibition, and are likely to perform quite differently when printed (as confirmed by the results in Chapter 4.2).

The corresponding data of acoustic average power for inks A and B are shown in Figs. 4.5c-d. The acoustic measurements do not show perfect correspondence with those of tack as the former increase sharply at the beginning, in contrast to the rapid drop in tack occurring in the first cycles after printing. After a few seconds the power increases together with the tack, and both methods rate the papers in the same hierarchy of II, I, III in terms of decreasing setting rate (i.e. increasing time to maximum). Note though that
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Figure 4.5 Tack versus time for a) Ink A and b) Ink B and corresponding average power (SPL) for c) Ink A and d) Ink B, each printed on the three MWC papers I, II and III, for 3.8 g/m² ink on the forme roller before printing. Each curve is the average of two replicates, with median (non-logarithmic for c) and d)) coefficients of variation: a) 5%, 3%, 7%, b) 10%, 18%, 4%, c) 8%, 6%, 5%, and d) 13%, 7%, 13%, for papers I, II, III, respectively.

The average power continues to be high, with only a slight drop in magnitude, over times after onset of tack fall. For paper III the time interval of measurement was not sufficient to observe any power drop.

Effect of ink load

Figure 4.6 displays the effect of increasing ink load on a) tack and b) average power, for one ink-paper pair. On increasing ink load, the first measured tack point and the minimum tack after the initial drop both decrease, and the subsequent tack rise and later fall become delayed and prolonged. The corresponding acoustic results similarly reveal a delaying and flattening effect in the average power development with increasing ink. However, as also shown in Fig. 4.5, the final tack fall has only a minimal effect on average power, which seems to slowly increase well beyond the measured time interval.
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Figure 4.6 a) Tack, and b) acoustic average power, from Deltack as function of time for three different amounts of Ink A on the forme roller before printing on paper III. All curves are averages of two replicates, with median coefficients of variation (of the linear y-values) for 3.8, 5.8 and 7.4 g/m² of 7, 3 and 6%, respectively, for a) and 5, 11 and 8% for b).

Flow regimes

Tack is the resistance to splitting the ink film, which is an energetic process that may depend on three different flow mechanisms: squeeze flow, elongational flow, and adhesive failure. These three different flow regimes are exemplified in Figs. 4.5a-b. In the initial printing cycle ink viscosity is low and lubrication forces are therefore expected to be dominant. According to Stefan’s or Reynolds’ equation the reverse squeeze gives a tack that is several orders of magnitude higher than observed experimentally, with cavitation being one reason for the discrepancy. Another factor is the effective contact area that gives the cohesive split, which in Figs 4.5a-b is manifested by the immediate drop in tack after the first ink penetration. The ink available for cohesive squeeze flow decreases abruptly after this first impression, with the splitting position moving closer to the print forme surface and thus promoting adhesive fracture or easier cavitation and accordingly the tack drop. As the ink film sets the tack increases as a consequence of the rising concentration of tackifying resins remaining in the film, and the splitting flow becomes more elongational. Eventually, the wetting or adhesion area between forme and solidifying ink film will decrease, resulting in the final tack fall.

Cavitation and sound clearly also depend on amount and viscosity of ink, although not in a manner identical to tack. At low viscosity, energy may dissipate by flow and fast rupture rather than cavity extension (lower relaxation time and $D_e$ in Eq. (3.9)), explaining the relatively low initial average power in Figs 4.5c-d. Similarly, if the available ink amount is high, the lubrication force is reduced, again favouring viscous flow over cavity expansion, partly explaining the delayed response and lower average power in Fig. 4.6b at higher ink
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loads. This delay may also be due to the slower solvent absorption from the thicker ink film. As setting proceeds, the cavities become more stable since the increasingly viscous ink hinders their coalescence, enabling their extension in elongational flow, thus increasing the pressure pulse amplitude up to and at collapse and duly causing an increase in acoustic power emission (and tack) in Figs 4.5-4.6. One possible explanation for the fact that average power continues to increase after tack starts falling is that, after many impressions with the same forme, the ink surfaces become cratered, producing sites for air entrainment without the need for energy exchange with the ink bulk. Instead the cavity expansion energy is provided by the surface adhesion and, as the contact becomes more elastic, the splitting becomes more crack-like, promoting sound generation and minimizing the damping effect from viscous flow.

4.1.4 Ink-water balance

In the Hydroscope experiments two dispersed phases are present, namely the emulsified fount droplets and the air/vapour cavities. Further, the ink film thickness is high, compared to Deltack or normal press roller conditions, which gives essentially elongational flow. In an analogy with emulsification in colloid mills, homogenizers and ultrasonic devices, see Gopal [79 pp. 19-20], Bullof [40 p.573] described the ink-fount emulsification as a balance between dispersion and coalescence, with the emulsion progressively approaching a maximum water concentration, and a minimum droplet size. A similar process should occur on the Hydroscope. The amount and emulsified state of fount affects the film thickness and viscosity of the emulsion, with direct consequences for air cavity elongation and collapse, and thus acoustic emission. Further, deformation of fount droplets themselves in the nip exit can provide an additional sound source.

As for the IGT signal in Fig. 4.1a the Hydroscope sound pressure is invariant over short times (see Fig. 7a in (II)). From the evolution of the spectra during titration and evaporation (Figs. 7d-e, for Ink A, in (II)) a high pass filter cut-off at 2 kHz was motivated.
Figure 4.7  a) Hydroscope tack (dimensionless), b) corresponding acoustic average power and c) average frequency (both high pass filtered at 2 kHz), as a function of time, for the two Inks A and B; d) correlation between a) and b). One replicate was performed as shown.

Figure 4.7 shows tack and acoustic data over the duration of the Hydroscope experiments for Inks A and B. Hydroscope tack data is contained in Fig. 4.7a and the averaged power and frequency are given in Fig. 4.7b and c, respectively. Figure 4.7d shows the Hydroscope tack data plotted against the corresponding average power, parameterised by time. The first vertical line in Figs. 4.7a-c indicates the start of fount titration after attainment of an even ink distribution. Fount was then added at a rate of 1.3 ml/min until saturation, indicated by the second vertical lines for Inks A and B. The level of fount addition at saturation increased from 9 ml for Ink A at 513 s, to 11 ml for Ink B at 609 s. After cessation of addition the fount subsequently evaporated and the ink eventually recovered towards its initial state. The experiment and response is subdivided into five stages as outlined below.

Stage 1: Before titration 0 - 90 s

In Fig. 4.7a the initial tack is higher for Ink A than B, as expected from their Tack-o-scope values. The starting values of average power shown in Fig. 4.7b for Inks A and B before fount addition, are strikingly similar, although the corresponding average
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frequency is slightly lower for Ink A (Fig. 4.7c). One possible interpretation is that the lower tack of Ink B, forces it to rupture at an earlier stage if elongational forces are assumed to dominate. As realised from Eq. (3.11), if the tack length is lower and the sound power is constant, the number of cavities $N_c$ is probably higher instead and the cavity sizes smaller according to Eq. (3.8), which might explains the higher average frequency of Ink B.

**Stage 2: Emulsification 90 - ~300 s**

On fount addition Ink A loses tack immediately while Ink B remains at high tack until approximately 200 s, reflecting the higher emulsion capacity of Ink B that is able to rapidly subsume and emulsify fount in smaller spherical droplets, thus preserving its film cohesion. At around 250 s the tack of Ink B decreases abruptly, signifying collapse or saturation of an intermediate structure. The fact that the average power remains high for both inks and even increases to a maximum for Ink B indicates that the fount droplets introduce new sites for cavitation. As long as the emulsion is stable the fount droplets and their associated cavities are small enough to remain dispersed and contribute to the total sound emission. In that sense, the average frequency and average power again reveal the presence of smaller droplets in ink B.

**Stage 3: Saturation ~300 - ~600 s**

At the beginning of this third stage the fount concentration is about 40 % w/w, and the downward trend halts temporarily for Ink B and actually turns upward for Ink A, in all three measures of Fig. 4.7a-c. As discussed by Iwaki et al. [80], the stage before saturation can even be preceded by a rejection of fount from an over-emulsified state, thus passing through a minimum in tack. Moreover, the droplet/cavity sizes decrease continuously, which motivates the increasing tack and frequency of Ink A. For Ink B, the constant frequency and tack indicates rather a stable condition with constant droplet/cavity sizes. At approximately 400 s, tack and average power start to drop even more, presumably due to increased amount of surface water and increasing rate of coalescence giving larger droplets. Owing to its comparably low viscosity and ink repellence, the surface water will exist as small droplets [5], which might also account for the increase of average frequency, for Ink A over 300-400 s and Ink B at 500-600 s, but not necessarily changing the tack.

**Stage 4: Evaporation ~600 s - ~800 s**

After the end of titration of Ink B, the sudden drop in average frequency confirms the prior influence of free water. It also reveals, together with tack and average power, that the evaporation-induced recovery proceeds more rapidly for Ink B than for A, suggesting
that Ink A continues to expel excess fount from the ink film at a higher rate than evaporation of the phase-separated layer. An alternative, but not contradictory, interpretation is that Ink A, with its lower water-carrying capacity, adopts more of an oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion, thus taking longer time to re-coalesce to a coherent ink film. Note that the minimum average frequency after titration stop, (760 s for Ink A and 670 s for B) might reflect the actual droplet size after most surface water is removed.

**Stage 5: Recovery ~800 s -1000 s**

During the following recovery the droplet sizes decrease due to evaporation combined with a more efficient emulsification. The tack first overshoots its original level for Ink A and B at 925 s and 790 s, respectively, possibly due to the still high amount of water giving higher “shortness” [30], and thus an elastic contribution to tack (see section 1.5.3). Since shortness counteracts cavity extension and favours rupture, average power does not exhibit this overshoot. At 1000 s this temporary structure is mostly broken down, but some residual water might explain the increasing average frequency and that tack exceeds its initial value.

The combined plot of tack against average power in Fig. 4.7d summarises the above-mentioned trends and clearly illustrates that some correlation exists between these two measures. A hysteresis is expected for both inks due to the time dependency involved in both emulsification and evaporation. Ink B exhibits a much greater hysteresis though, reflecting its attraction towards the more stable emulsion structure.

### 4.2 Pilot scale results

**4.2.1 Heat-set web offset printing**

**Time and frequency characteristics**

The acoustic raw signal from the heat-set printing trial in (III) with the microphone positioned at the upper unit (see Fig. 2.4a) is shown in Fig. 4.8. After matching of this raw signal with the plate dimension and printing speed it became clear that the period between each peak corresponded to half a revolution of the blanket cylinder (one plate cylinder revolution) including the image and non-image regions of higher and lower pressures, respectively. The spikes separating these two sub-intervals are caused by image release on passing from image to non-image area, and also closely coinciding with the passing of the blanket gap.
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Frequency distributions for peak-area, image and non-image area were analysed separately by time window selections, and are shown by the PSD’s in Fig. 4.9.

Most of the extra power in the image area compared to non-image area lies in the frequency range above 8 kHz, indicating that sound contribution from film splitting dominates in this higher frequency range, whereas the similar behaviour of the curves at lower frequencies, suggest a domination of machinery noise there. Note however, that the power from the peaks dominates the entire frequency range which indicates that the peaks also contain film splitting noise components.

The moving average power, after high-pass filtration at 8 kHz, in Figure 4.10 illustrates more clearly than Fig. 4.8 the distinction between image and non-image found in the periodic variation of average power from high to low level, respectively. However, as also shown in Fig. 4.10, the passage of the image area through the nip is by no means a static process since the average frequency decreases sharply over the passage of image area followed by a recovery in non-image area.

Figure 4.8 Unprocessed time record from a HSWO printing trial (III).

Figure 4.9 PSD according to Eq. (2.4) of certain selections of the raw signal in Fig. 4.8.
Given these observations, it appears that the power and frequency variations as sensed by the microphone at the nip exit are mainly the combined effect of the periodically varying deformations of fluid and blanket. On transition from image to non-image area the under pressure existing at the exit is rapidly lessened and thus the blanket-paper-blanket contact switches from adhesive to elastic. This dramatic change is immediately followed (almost superimposed) by the sudden drop in contact area produced by the passing of the blanket gap. The spring-back deformation caused by these loud, low-frequency impulses apparently continues throughout the period of the passing of the non-image area, thus continuously altering the nip geometry as indicated by the steady rise in frequency in Fig. 4.10, before transition back to the image area and re-establishment of the under pressure. These changes can also influence the paper web, through instantaneous variations in its tension-induced vibration or release angle, and thus further amplify or modulate the acoustic signal analogously to what happens with the natural tone of a stretched violin or guitar string. However, on the upper printing unit the release is relatively fixed by geometry, compared to the lower unit discussed later.

**Ink and fountain solution feed**

Figure 4.11a shows the average power of the entire signal in Fig. 4.8 with a high-pass filter cut-off at 1 kHz, and displays a trend in line with expectations, i.e. with the three trial points at optical density 1.3 all giving roughly equal values, and with a very significant jump up for the higher density and jump down for the higher fount feed (FS).
Figure 4.11 a) Average power from 5 printing trial points with Ink 1 printed on Paper A on the upper unit. The data points within the series were taken from the entire signal during a 1 s recording, and then high passed filtered at 1 kHz. The numbers and FS refer to optical density and extra fountain solution, respectively. b) Average frequency (above 1 kHz) of image area parts (high average power) in Fig. 4.10.

The alternating pattern from the image and non-image areas in Fig. 4.10 suggested a time selection of the image area sub-intervals. As seen in Fig. 6 in (III) for five trial points, the average power of these selections was also sensitive to the imposed changes in feed of ink and fountain solution, but seemingly with some drift over time. As mentioned above in the context of Figs. 4.9, the peaks resulting from release of the image trailing edge (plus blanket gap) are also expected to depend upon the film splitting. When considering this in combination with the strong variation in frequency distribution shown in Fig. 4.10, it seems to be a fairer approach to analyse the entire signal, as was done in Fig. 4.11a, to admit all sound energy contributions that may have a relation to the splitting force and thereby account for frequency and amplitude modulation over time.

Some of the drift over time is revealed in the more sensitive measurement of average frequency in Fig. 4.11b, here taken solely from the image, showing that in particular trial point four does not reach the same level as the two first points of equal target density. This drift is possibly due to a reduction in fount level motivated by the increasing average frequency with fount level in the fifth point. The reason why the average frequency increases with fount level may again be explained by an increasing shortness, as discussed in Sections 1.5.3 and 4.1.4, which makes the time for cavity implosion shorter due to lower cohesion combined with somewhat higher elasticity and yield value caused by the fount (see p.24).
Water window and print quality

Figure 4.12 shows the average power, now taken solely from the image area and now printed on the lower unit with Ink 2, again on Paper A. In particular, this plot exhibits the power response during a water window test, i.e. with the fount feed level initially resulting in good, stable print quality then first decreased to eventually cause toning (in the non-image area) and subsequently increased to give rise to water marking (in the image area).

![Figure 4.12](image)

The behaviour in Figs. 4.11-12 are qualitatively similar, despite the different conditions, suggesting that the trend of decrease in power due to increase in fount feed is general and not specific to these details. The actual magnitude of the trend is though presumably dependent on the system, however it should be a simple manner to calibrate and thus predefine the average power interval above and below which toning and water marking, respectively, occur.

Paper and ink properties and nip configuration

Figure 4.13 shows the results from trials for which Ink 2 was printed on six LWC papers having different surface pore areas (listed in Table 1 in (III)) on the lower or upper printing unit, and compared to the corresponding results for Ink 1 printed on the upper unit. The commercial Paper A is excluded here. It is convincingly apparent that the average power of the higher tack Ink 1 lies above that from the lower tack and more emulsifying Ink 2 printed on the same upper unit, for all papers. A second effect seen on the lower unit only is the trend of increasing average power with coated paper surface pore area. This suggests that there is an effect of setting or paper-dependent contact dynamics due to the greater contact length between the blanket cylinder and paper on the lower unit for this skewed nip configuration.
Figure 4.13 Correlation between average power for the seven papers, printed with Ink 1 on the upper unit and Ink 2 on the lower and upper units, and the surface pore area fraction of the papers.

A similarly strong positive correlation exists when plotted against tack build rate from ISIT pull-off measurements on the papers, further supporting the explanation that onset of setting occurs prior to paper release, and that the ISIT predictions are relevant in this respect despite its much longer measurement times (as also concluded from Figs. 4.4a-b).

4.2.2 Sheet-fed offset printing

Time and frequency characteristics

Figure 4.14a taken from (V) displays the sound emission signal as sensed by a microphone in the close vicinity of a sheet-fed offset print nip (see Fig. 2.5). This unfiltered raw signal was rather stable over time, but a decrease in power with time was observed at higher frequencies as shown in Fig. 4.14b. In Figure 4.14c also a clear pattern of high and low power appears during sheet printing and the time in between, respectively, after high-pass filtration at 30 kHz. The printing periods, indicated by the dotted vertical lines in Fig. 4.14c, were selected in the further calculation of average power over longer times. This selection was performed by the time matching procedure as described in section 2.2.4.
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Figure 4.14 a) Acoustic signal (time record) recorded outside the print nip in a sheet-fed offset press. b) PSD according to Eq. (2.4) revealing in which frequency range the dynamic variation is. c) Moving average power calculated with Eq. (2.2) using a time window of 0.001s slid forward in time with 50% overlap. A high-pass filter at 30 kHz was applied.

**Ink-water balance and ink tack**

A direct support for the relation between ink tack and fountain solution level, obtained from the sheet-fed printing of cold-set ink on newsprint in (V), is shown in Figs. 4.15a-b. Figure 4.15a displays the results of three runs with two inks of differing tack and two target optical densities (fount data were unavailable for Run 3). Run 1 used an ink of Inkometer tack value 4 at a target density of 1.0. For Run 2 the corresponding ink tack and optical density values were 13.5 and 1.0, and for Run 3, 13.5 and 0.7, respectively.
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Figure 4.15  a) Evolution of acoustic average power from printing sub-intervals, high pass filtered at 30 kHz, during all three printing runs of 7000 sheets each (V). b) Correlation between average power and fountain solution consumption for Runs 1 and 2.

Clearly, the effect of the higher tack in Run 2 compared to Run 1 is seen throughout the duration as a higher average power. The decreasing average power with fount usage in Fig. 4.15b is consistent with interpretation given for Figs. 4.11-12. One reasonable explanation for this long term effect is that fountain solution will emulsify into the ink and build up a reservoir in the ink roller-train over a longer time until some equilibrium point is achieved. After each of the one or two pauses within each run (breaks in their curves in Fig. 4.15a), there is a small increase in the average power on resumption, indicating the transient effect of fount evaporation from print nip regions to which the microphone is directed. For the same reason one would have expected a higher initial power value for Run 3, at least higher than the end value for Run 2 since the same ink is used in these two last runs and the pause is much longer. However, the lower density of 0.7 in Run 3 obviously influences the average power as well.

It is also worth mentioning that the fountain solution, in addition to being indispensable for imaging, also acts as a chilling agent that contributes to the balancing effect on the printing process. Another aspect is the set of factors controlling rate of evaporation of fountain solution from the ink layer. Evaporation of fount in the form of surface water will mostly depend on its amount and the temperature and humidity of the surrounding air. For fount emulsified in the ink, the thickness, viscosity and temperature of the ink layer will certainly play a role as well. If the ink film thickness increases the average power is expected from experience to increase. However, when accounting for fount evaporation, this behaviour might not always be observed on a printing press as the fount will evaporate more rapidly from a thinner film, giving a film that is of lower fount
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centration and hence of higher tack. All these factors will accordingly interplay to control the instantaneous tack and thus the sound emission.

**Change in optical density during start up**

Figure 4.16a, from the cold-set offset printing trials on newsprint using a sheet-fed offset press (IV), displays the average power of the acoustic emission from five consecutive printing series of 1000 sheets each. The steep slope (decreasing or increasing) towards approximately the same final power value in all series (dotted line) clearly indicates an equilibration in the printing process. One exception is Series D, for which the power remains nearly constant during the entire print run, though at the same end-value as the others. Figure 4.16b shows the time-parameterised evolution of average power as a function of optical density, with all curves approaching the steady state level when the target density is attained.

The explanation for these curves starting at different positions may be found from considerations of the ink-water balance and the ink rheology and tack at the time of press start for each series. With the general results in Figs. 4.11-12 and 4.15b being valid here as well, average power is expected to decrease on addition and emulsification of more fountain solution. Further, ink viscosity decreases at higher temperatures. For Series A, the press was started after several hours delay following the previous run, and thus the ink had to be warmed up. On becoming warmer, its viscosity decreases and accordingly it

![Figure 4.16a](image1)

**Figure 4.16 a)** Evolution of the average power during five printing series of 1000 sheets each (IV). Recordings were made every 15 s, i.e. approx. every 25 sheets. Each point is the average power over a recording duration of 2 s, in the frequency band 15-50 kHz. A band stop filter was applied over 24-27 kHz to avoid anomalous machinery sound in this range. **b)** Average power as a function of optical density for the print runs in a). Dotted lines show the target density and its corresponding average power.

![Figure 4.16b](image2)
flows more easily, improving the ink transfer from being originally incomplete. Meanwhile, the ink-fount balance has changed from almost no fount to an emulsion throughout the ink train, but with variable concentration depending on location and film thickness on the rollers. In the 10 min. pause between Series A and B the fountain solution on the blanket and plate will rapidly evaporate due to the very thin ink film at these locations. As a consequence, the ink tack and sound are much higher at the beginning of Series B, but soon equilibrate to lower values as the fount level increases again. This same behaviour of initially decreasing average power and print density is repeated for Series C and E. Obviously more ink is transferred at the beginning of these three Series B, C and E, due to the tackier and purer ink (containing less fount) at this stage, thus explaining their correspondingly higher optical densities.

Series C and D were separated by a longer rest period (30 min.) during which both fount level and temperature were free to decrease, thus tending to give the same trends as for the cold start-up in Series A. The effect is again an increasing ink transfer according to Fig. 4.16b, but with the average power remaining seemingly unaffected, presumably due to the increasing fount level counteracting the effect of larger contact area on tackiness.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This study has shown the ability of an acoustic technique to resolve differences in ink film splitting and related phenomena occurring within and outside printing nips both on laboratory scale and on pilot scale for realistic sound levels and variations in ink and fountain feeds. The technique thus possesses a great potential as an on-line monitoring and feedback tool for press control, as well as a means of assessing the relevance of predictions from simpler laboratory methods. A mass-conservation model of cavitation-expansion-induced sound production was developed, and despite its simplicity its predicted power-law dependence of acoustic average power on ink load was found to agree with that measured for intermediate amounts on an inker unit. Deviations from the model at high and low ink loads could qualitatively be explained by variations of other ink load-depending rheological and topographical factors in these regimes. The fact that tack was found to be non-linearly related to average power signifies that tack is a function of the entire resistance in the ink film whereas the acoustic average power mostly depends on the sub-ambient pressure energy stored in the cavities. Average frequency related to expected variations of the cavity sizes and number of cavity events per sound wave period, influenced by ink cohesion and fountain solution droplets.

To learn more about the mechanism of ink film splitting and sound emission the cavities formed has to be visualised by any technique available, e.g. high speed cinematography or heat sensors. To provide for predictability in a full-scale press-room environment calibration would be needed against the tested conditions. Real time signal evaluation and calibration might be possible through a learning procedure for the particular situation. Elaboration with different types of microphones and signal processes might be needed for integration of this technique into the control system of the press.
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